
Henderson, NV – Hogue Inc.® is proud to introduce Slate Grey 
OverMolded® components to their AR–15/M16 tactical line. With an 
overwhelming amount of customer requests, Hogue has delivered  
a full line of grips, forends and buttstocks featuring this new variation.
Hogue tactical rifle grips are specifically designed to retain the 
important lines and aesthetics of tactical rifles. OverMolded rubber 
standard and beavertail models are available with or without finger 
grooves, and provide a comfortable grip with palm swells and their 
exclusive Cobblestone™ pattern. These grips also accomodate the 
Cargo Management System and the Samson® Field Survival Kit.
Hogue’s free floating forends are constructed with 6061–T6  
aluminum and are anodized according to military specifications.   
Free floating the forend tube enhances the accuracy of the rifle   
by keeping stress off the barrel. The non-slip OverMolded rubber 
gripping area insulates your hand from the heat and shock  
generated by rapid fire. Select models come with a complete 
collection of mounting accessories making Hogue forends   
the perfect comfortable alternative to bulky, quad-rail systems. 
Hogue OverMolded collapsible and fixed buttstocks feature reinforced 
polymer construction with a rubber cheek rest and a rubber/polymer 
hybrid butt pad that provides snag-free shouldering. This unique 
design creates a snug, anti-rattle, friction fit that prevents unwanted 
movement along the buffer tube. Both buttstocks provide multiple 
swivel sleeve and sling mounting locations.
These components can also be purchased in 2 piece and 3 piece  
kits with accessory attachment options. Hogue tactical products  
are manufactured in the USA in Hogue family owned and operated 
facilities. Hogue Inc. supports local dealers and encourages 
customers to purchase Hogue products locally. For more  
information please call Hogue directly at 1-800-438-4747   
or visit www.hogueinc.com.
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MSRPPar t #

15002 Rubber Grip with Finger Grooves            

15514 (Carbine) Free Float Forend            
  
15524 (Mid Length) Free Float Forend            
  

15540 Collapsible Buttstock (Fits Mil-Spec Buffer Tube)        
  
15550 Collapsible Buttstock (Fits Commercial Buffer Tube)        
  
15545 Collapsible Buttstock Assembly (Includes Mil-Spec Buffer Tube & Hardware) 
  
15541 Fixed Buttstock (Fits A2 Buffer Tube)           
  
15555 Kit: Beavertail Grip & Collapsible Buttstock (Fits Commercial Buffer Tube)  
  
15556 Kit: Beavertail Grip & Collapsible Buttstock (Fits Mil-Spec Buffer Tube)   
  
15578 Kit: Beavertail Grip, Rifle Length Forend with Accessories,       
  Collapsible Buttstock (Includes Mil-Spec Buffer Tube & Hardware)
  

Slate Grey OverMolde d ® R ifle Components  

FREE FLOAT FORENDS
OverMolded® rubber over 6061–T6 aluminum

relieves stress off the barrel and insulates
from heat and shock generated by rapid fire

GRIPS
OverMolded standard and beavertail
grips available with or without finger

grooves. Cobblestone texture provides
an efficient and comfortable non-slip grip

BUT TSTOCKS
OverMolded fixed and collapsible

buttstocks with anti-rattle and
anti-beard snag technology

15022 Rubber Beavertail Grip with Finger Grooves         

15032 Rubber Beavertail Grip without Finger Grooves        

AT TACHMENTS
Forends available with

accessory attachment options

15564 (Extended Length) Free Float Forend with Accessory Attachments    
  

15574 (Rifle Length) Free Float Forend with Accessory Attachments     
  

15504 (Rifle Length) Free Float Forend            
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$29.95

$29.95

$29.95

$99.95

$99.95

$99.95

$189.95

$229.95

$69.95

$69.95

$129.95

$59.95

$79.95

$79.95

$129.95
 


